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After a dramatic time jump, the three-time Eisner Award winner for Best Continuing Series continues

to evolve, as Hazel begins the most exciting adventure of her life: kindergarten. Meanwhile, her

starcrossed family learns hard lessons of their own. Collects SAGA #31-36
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As others have said, Fiona Staples art has outstripped the writing of Briank K Vaughan, and it

shows in how I get kind of tired of Hazel's pseudo-wisdom. Precocious child narrators reflecting

back have always been a narrative danger, although they are rarely used in comics like they are

here. It's a pretty common trope in literary fiction, and Vaughan is beginning to tire me with it.

Having Alana and Marko back to together helps as well as introduction of a teacher character who is

winning and making the Robot Prince both more sympathetic and hilarious, but The Will's plot line

seems to be plotting on and his PTSD(?) does really seem to help. Also the grand plot line doesn't

seem to be living up to its importance yet as it built in the first two story arcs. I am still interested, but

I am not sure I am convinced I see the same brilliance so many others do here.



Saga is an amazing series and volume six goes right along with that. I have been a Saga fan since

the beginning and the way the story is going, I will be a fan forever. I recommend this series to

everyone who likes science fiction love stories about star crossed lovers who will do anything to

protect their daughter and loved ones.Volume Six is action packed with twists and turns on every

page. Similar to the other volumes it ends with a cliff hanger and big news that makes you want

more, but of course you will have to wait for the next one in a few months.The book itself came on

time and in perfect condition. I recommend to all comic lovers. 10/10

I really enjoy Saga. I just got Vol6 in anticipation of Vol 7 coming out, and decided to read the entire

series again from the beginning, as it had been a while since I last read it. I enjoyed it as much this

time as before, maybe more since I was able to pick up on things I missed. This is one of the best,

most unique sci-fi romance/action stories I've read in a while. The art and the writing are great.

Warning these books are certainly NSFW! The story telling is perfect for the art style. I picked these

up because of the art style and will forever read anything drawn by Fiona Staples (Including the new

Archie series!). My all time fav comic books.

Ms. Staples & Mr. Vaughan are true geniuses at tugging the heartstrings in one panel, shocking the

sensibilities in another, and keeping a balance between tears & laughs throughout. They craft

realistic love stories lived by believable characters that never force a groan at cheesiness or

melodrama; Saga always rings true.

Saga continues to be great. This is one of my favorite volumes so far. Its exciting to see Hazel grow

up to be more of a character in the story. The ending is fantastic, great resolution that

simultaneously makes me incredibly impatient for more.

They are bending the rules for graphic novels. There are so few truly original stories out there, and

this is unique among them. The art is stunning. It seems a shame to put this on a shelf. They cannot

write these fast enough!

I've been waiting and waiting to see GhÃ¼s in action, and I finally got it! I wish there was more with

Noreen, though. I like her. Can't wait to see what happens from here.
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